Winton School PTA Minutes
Tuesday 11th May 2021
7.30pm
Winton School Staff Room
In Attendance
Bridgett Aitken (President), Suzan Campbell, Jenni Cubitt, Brenda Stirling, Megs Mitchell,
Kirsten Deuchrass (Treasurer), Steve Wadsworth (Principal)
Apologies
Sarah Hutton, Mel Burnell, Jodie White, Sera Hubber, Denise Smith
Approval of Minutes from Previous Meeting
Moved: Suzan
Seconded: Jenni
Matters Arising
Colour Run
Bridgett made contact with Rachael Norman from Makarewa School to find out some info
about undertaking a colour run as they had successfully ran a few in the past.
Makarewa School Colour Run Info
● Large scale event- Held at Teratonga so required a lot of organising
● Large number of sponsors involved- ASB Naming Sponsor, with sponsors for each
colour station (6 stations) and kids zone.
● Kid Zone- Bouncy castles etc- $5 for access into this area with unlimited use
● Paints were imported from the USA- were expensive and took quite some time to
arrive. Paints can now be sourced in NZ www.qualitycolouredpowder.co.nz
● Determining the quantity was difficult as they over ordered but was used for the next
event. Need approximately 1 handful per participant. Online calculators to determine
quantities needed.
o 200g per person /300ppl = 60kg of paint needed @25.25/kg = $1515
● Gloves and masks needed for people throwing colours. Easiest to do by the handful
from a bucket
● Traffic Management depending on location and scale of event
● Toilets/access to buildings- Paint goes everywhere and must be considered if using
toilet facilities within a building
● Paint sticks to everything including grass and can take some time to wash away in the
rain. They had to washdown the track area but need to be mindful around stormwater
discharges as ES had reports of blue discharge in a waterway from the paint
● Can add merchandise such as tee shirts as another way of fundraising. Their sponsors
provided merchandise packs and spot prizes to give away on the day.

Discussion was held around running this event, however it has been decided to park this idea
for now as it needs some more work/consideration in regards to when, where,
activities/stations etc.
Duck Derby info
Megs made contact with Janet Anderson and Leanne McMaster in regards to the Duck Derby
that was held back in 2014 when they were members of the PTA.
Leanne still has the ducks that were used for this event somewhere- approx 350. If we were
to reuse tehse they would need to be checked and counted before we started selling tickets.
When they ran the event the water level in the Winton Stream was quite low so they needed
a few people in waders in the stream to keep moving ducks along.
This committee planned to run a fair after the event to generate additional funds however
this did not happen due to lack of helpers.
Discussion was held around the potential timing for this event to be undertaken. It was
suggested that this could be run at the end of Term 1 in 2022 due to it being close to duck
shooting which would generate interest. This would also be similar timing to when we usually
hold the oyster raffle that is run biannually.
Thought needs to go into prizes and the value of prizes. Do we have several prizes (similar to
the oyster raffle) or less prizes but of a higher value?
Correspondence In
Received an email from Kindo which is an online shop platform that is used by Schools for
parents to pay for things online such as BBQ’s, uniforms, camps, fundraisers etc.
Have decided as a PTA that while this would be a good option to reduce the cash and banking
required for Friday BBQ money, it’s not worth having for this only. Have passed the info on to
Steve for school to look into.
Correspondence Out
Nil
Financial Report
Read By: Kirsten
Payments approved by committee:
Deep Cove Camp Contribution
$2150.00
New World
$103.34
Mitre 10- Gloves and Gas Bottle
$37.98
2nd Hand Uniforms
Due to the lack of banking facilities in Winton for depositing funds from 2nd hand uniform
sales, it was agreed that moneys generated from sales is deposited into the PTA account by

Denise ( or person responsible for 2nd hand uniform sales) once a term or on an as required
basis with a record/ breakdown of sales is provided to the PTA.
Moved: Brenda
Seconded: Jenni
Principal Report
Steve read out his report- attached.
Funding requests:
No funding requests this month
Moved by: Megs
Seconded by: Kirsten
General Business
● Frozen cookie fundraiser
Megs has forwarded on a frozen cookie dough fundraiser from Raise It. It’s the sale of
frozen cookie dough in “nuggets’ that can be baked when needed. Thought it would be
a good idea as it was something different. Costs depend on the volume amount sold so
the greater the sales, the lower the additional costs.
Suzan is going to check with Craig to see if something similar can be done through QB that
may have a lower cost.
● School ski trip
Megs talked about booking in a school ski trip and the possibility of running it on either a
Monday or Friday due to cheaper pricing. She will make contact with Limehills School to
sus out info re pricing and look at booking in a date.
Next Meeting
8th June 2021
7.30pm
Winton School Staff Room
Meeting declared closed at 8.30pm
Winton School PTA
PO Box 4, Eglinton Street
Winton

